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Black Cancer explores the stories behind the
cancer journeys of everyday people of color.
Host Jodi-Ann Burey weaves a narrative
about race, health, and life and helps
listeners discover the wisdom trauma can
bring for themselves and others.

Right from the start, you are pulled
into a heart journey. The deep
questions host Jodi-Ann Burey
asked her guest in just the first

thoughts I didn't even know I
needed to express.
- listener review

my story
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episode unearthed feelings and

WEBSITE
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With Black Cancer, I wanted to create
something I wish I would’ve had during my
own cancer journey. For over two years, I was
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a ‘strong Black woman’ whose mind and body
felt weaker than it’s ever been. I felt alone. In

/ _BLACK_CANCER

between doctor’s appointments, medication

/ JODIANNBUREY

adjustments and trying to understand myself
as someone living with a chronic condition, I
was just too broken, too hurt and too tired to
find the community I desperately needed.
Not one single person of color should ever
have to scour the internet looking for
someone like them.
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INSTAGRAM
FOLLOWERS

13K

LINKEDIN
FOLLOWERS
/ JABUREY

J O D I - A N N

B U R E Y

Creator, Producer, Editor, Designer and Host

Jodi-Ann Burey (she/her) has a mission is to disrupt
“business as usual” to achieve social change. Her
work is grounded in centering the experiences of
historically underrepresented communities and the
systemic intersectional approaches needed to
address inequities. Jodi-Ann holds a Masters in
Public Health from the University of Michigan. She
prides herself on being a cool auntie, a twist-out
queen, cancer survivor, adventurer and reluctant
dog owner.
Jodi-Ann is a

TEDxSeattle speaker. Jodi-Ann is

also currently writing her first book.
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The Podcast

JODI-ANN BUREY
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AS WOMEN

APPLE PODCASTS

fun facts
Guests are found organically through
personal, professional and extended
networks as well as inbounds from
supporters and listeners of the project.
I was hooked after the first
episode. Jodi-Ann's amazing

Each episode's name is a key phrase said
by the featured guest.

personality, along with those of
her guests, is inspiring and

Black Cancer reached 3,000 plays within

touching. I have thyroid cancer

its first 8 weeks; 200 hundred in week one

and I was in tears during the first
episode! I resonated with
everything mentioned.
- listener review

Each episode is released with a full

transcript for deaf accessibility.
The textured background used in
Black Cancer's graphics is an image of
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Jodi-Ann's spinal tumor nicknamed "Ted."

"TRAUMA WISDOM"
ADVICE FOR CANCER AND BEYOND

I am far stronger than I believe myself to
be. I know the word

strong is loaded for

us as Black people and Black women
specifically, but I want people to know
that there's a depth in us. There's just so
much depth in who we are as humans.
And what we think is our capacity is
actually not always our capacity. There's
more for ourselves, not necessarily just
for each other.
Know that you can bet on yourself.

Juliette Austin
Thyroid Cancer Survivor, Episode 3

episode 2:

In Defiance of Pain

AGE DISTRIBUTION
PODCAST ANALYTICS
It's not really that
time will heal. The

18 - 22

work of healing will

23 - 27

heal.
- Yejin Lee

28 - 34
35 - 44
45 - 59
60+

Yejin Lee
Lost mother to breast cancer

THE
FUTURE OF
BLACK CANCER
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To redefine the cancer journey as
belonging to more than those who are
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
diagnosed.
To ensure that the cancer journeys of
people of color become center to how our
culture talks about cancer.

This is so needed. Being a
survivor, we need to hear this.
It's important. Thank you!
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- listener comment

To add nuance to our collective narratives
about the experiences of people of color.
To creatively deepen our understanding of
racial inequities in the healthcare system.

SEASON ONE
SEPTEMBER - OCTOBER 2020

Shayla Martin,

Yejin Lee,

breast cancer

lost her mother

survivor

to breast cancer

Juliette Austin,
thyroid cancer
survivor

Sharon Eldridge,
lost mother and
grandmother to
cancer

Erika Stallings,

Erin Douglas,

cancer previvor

caregiver for her

and BRCA2 gene

mother's cancer

mutation carrier

journey

Frantz Berthaud,
lost her sister to
breast cancer
and found his
life's work in
public health and
cancer care
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Jared,
father is currently
battling brain
cancer
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